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Abstract

Evolution in both hardware and software technologies has enabled Wireless Sensor Networks (WSNs) to target a multiplicity of domains. Programming for such advanced WSNs remains a challenging process for users, especially as the WSN may need to make changes as per outcomes from different scenarios during execution. Usually, various adaptation policies are written while programming such applications to enable changes. However, it is difficult for the programmer to anticipate changes for new scenarios. It also becomes difficult to reuse these adaptation policies. In this paper, we propose AdaptC, an abstraction for such adaptation policies that facilitates reusability and expansion across various WSNs. We also present concepts for the design and implementation of AdaptC. We evaluate the abstraction for multiple use cases and compare it against existing work.
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ABSTRACT
Evolution in both hardware and software technologies has enabled Wireless Sensor Networks (WSNs) to target a multiplicity of domains. Programming for such advanced WSNs remains a challenging process for users, especially as the WSN may need to make changes as per outcomes from different scenarios during execution. Usually, various adaptation policies are written while programming such applications to enable changes. However, it is difficult for the programmer to anticipate changes for new scenarios. It also becomes difficult to reuse these adaptation policies. In this paper, we propose AdaptC, an abstraction for such adaptation policies that facilitates re-usability and expansion across various WSNs. We also present concepts for the design and implementation of AdaptC. We evaluate the abstraction for multiple use cases and compare it against existing work.
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1 INTRODUCTION
Wireless Sensor Networks can collect data from the environment using different hardware nodes and select different actions based on that data as defined by distributed software applications. Over time, both the hardware nodes and the programming capabilities have become more sophisticated. Due to better System on Chip (SoC) solutions, today WSN nodes are capable of collecting complex sensing data and also process such data before communicating to the network itself. On the software front, advanced simulators and programming support enable the user to express diverse goals instead of worrying about low-level features for writing the applications. Recently, WSNs with such advanced capabilities are considered part of the ecosystem of the Internet of Things (IoT), fostering the development of wide Cyber-Physical Systems (CPS). These advanced programming capabilities also open doors to application programmers from a wide range of industries such as agriculture [2, 20], healthcare [19], etc. In many CPS domains, such as smart manufacturing, efficient use of WSN can directly influence efficiency and productivity. Hence, it is important to provide the programmers with effective tools to focus on high-level concepts, by avoiding the idiosyncrasies of traditional WSNs.

However, many features of programming WSNs are still limited to experts only. Programmers have to go through elaborate software methodologies such as understanding of advanced simulators or operating systems built to program WSNs. For example, Contiki [13] has become one of the most popular operating systems for programming WSNs, which provides extensive libraries, communication support, and multi-threading. Just to learn about the features of Contiki and how to effectively use them requires a significant effort from the programmer. In addition, programmers need to obtain knowledge about the hardware nodes as well, which is further complicated by the ever-growing list of manufacturers of different WSN nodes.

Writing WSN applications is further complicated when there is a need to adapt to changes in operational scenarios. Such scenarios can include changes in physical parameters, such as location, or system changes, such as availability of nodes, energy levels, etc. For this purpose, programmers need to anticipate all possible future scenarios and thus program actions to adapt accordingly.

In the past, many efforts were developed to simplify programming for the WSN, e.g., via macroprogramming [22]. Other efforts attempted at reducing the complexities in designing systems where the hardware and software are closely integrated [11]. However, constraints on both hardware and software capabilities prevented applying these solutions to WSN nodes. Another effort aimed at providing a complete software solution for situational-aware systems [25]. But there is a need to exchange data between different applications and there is a lot of responsibility on end-user to manage the context. Conversely, there is not much effort in providing abstractions for programming the sensor nodes so that WSNs can
detect changes by themselves and directly adapt to those changes without delving into low-level details.

One of the most promising recent work is T-Res [4]. T-Res provides a programming abstraction, specially tailored for the IoT paradigm by providing data processing tasks for nodes. T-Res uses CoAP operations for this, which allow configuring applications on a node and the interaction among multiple nodes. The main drawback of T-Res is no support for adaptations and re-usability, according to changes in WSN or IoT nodes. Another similar work is PyFUNS [8], which also enables reprogramming in WSNs. PyFUNS leverages IoT based protocols such as Constrained Application Protocol (CoAP) and IPv6 over Low-Power Wireless Personal Area Networks (6LoWPAN). PyFUNS can be used as a complementary tool, but it does not provide support for adaptation in the application written by the programmer.

Context-Oriented Programming (COP) is also another popular effort to facilitate programmability of WSNs [18]. In embedded systems research, there have been many efforts to evolve existing programming solutions towards COP [6, 17, 21, 23, 24]. Recently there have been efforts to add extra features to COP [5].

There is also some recent work focusing on providing support for context-awareness [3]. Note that changing from one context to another the application needs to change accordingly, too. But there is still some opportunity to improve support to programmers and end-users. These efforts still lack an easy way of writing adaptations policies. It lacks an adequate abstraction that could foster re-usability.

In this paper, we study how a programmer would establish such adaptation policies and we show the difficulties in achieving so. In addition, we demonstrate the need for writing such adaptation policies considering a couple use cases from different domains. With the help of these use cases, we also examine essential features to build a generic model. Based on that model, we propose a new programming abstraction, named AdaptC, for writing continuous and complex adaptation policies that can be reused and extended.

The main contributions of this paper are the following:

- Design features for setting continuous and complex adaptation policies.
- A novel programming abstraction for adaptations that can be used with languages such as nesC.
- Examples of the ability to reuse and extend the adaptation policies written using the proposed abstraction.

This paper is composed as follows. Section II discusses design features for adaptation with help of different use cases. Section III showcases the programming of adaptation policies using a pseudo code and analyzes the design features. Section IV proposes the abstraction for writing the adaptation policies and showcases its advantages. We conclude the paper by briefly discussing the work and its conclusions in Section V. Section VI finishes the paper with remarks on future directions.

2 DESIGN FEATURES FOR ADAPTATIONS

In this section, we identify the design features which are critical in defining the desired adaptation policies. These design features can also express the complexities in writing these applications from a programmer’s perspective. To express the design features we propose the generic model in 1.

![Figure 1: Generic Model for Design Features](image)

This generic model is composed of several elements. Functions and Variables represent all the relationships between different variables of the application that are relevant to the desired adaptation. These relationships can either exist from design or can be obtained with the progress of the application. Constraint describes the restrictions for the adaptations. Objective Function represents the desired outcome for the user. There must be some relationship between Constraint and Objective Function, but it is optional to have a direct relationship.

The component on the right expresses the dynamics of the adaptation policy. Adaptations can either be carried out periodically at a Rate of Adaptation or triggered by other events taking place in the system. These other events are called Interesting Events in the generic model. The user can tag different elements of the program as Interesting Event and the adaptation will happen every time that element of the program is triggered. These Interesting Event can also impact on the Functions and Variables component. All these changes are included in the next adaptation cycle.

To better explain the design features, we consider two different use cases and try to apply the proposed model to these use cases.

2.1 Use case 1: GPS

Consider a use case in which a wildlife animal is tracked by a GPS-enabled sensor node attached to the animal itself. Base stations are deployed across the forest to collect the GPS data from the sensor node on the animal. The primary objective is to sample the GPS at a fixed rate and store the movements of the animal locally at the node itself. Whenever a base station is encountered all the recorded data can be transferred and then delivered to the user through the base station. After this, the user also wants to assure that the sensor node maintains sufficient battery level to encounter the next base station. To achieve that, the GPS polling rate must be adapted according to various situations such as the speed of the animal, other applications running on the same node, the amount of energy left or any encounter with other animals. The programmer cannot anticipate the speed of the animal and program a GPS sensor polling rate for all the possible situations. Also, some new events which may affect such adaptation may be added later on. Hence, there is a need to support continuous adaptation capabilities while programming the goals.

This adaptation policy can be expressed, using pseudo-code, in the following way:

For Speed(S) and BatteryLevel(B): Poll GPS with Rate(R)
so that BatteryLevel(B) is always greater than Threshold after Time(t)

The variables in this use case are Speed of the animal(S), Battery Level(B), Sampling Rate(R) and Time(t). There is a direct relationship between how frequently the GPS is sampled(R) and the level of the battery(B). This can be either pre-defined by the user based on earlier studies [7, 9] or studied by the system over time. Here, we can express it as B = f(R). This relationship helps to learn how much B will be affected by changes in R. There is a constraint on how much B can be affected. B should always be above a threshold battery levels(B_T), i.e. B ≥ B_T. While the system must follow the constraint, the user may desire that the polling rate must be maximized in order to get as much as fresh GPS data. That would require a complex and continuous adaptation for this application and maximizing R would be the objective function for this adaptation.

Figure 2: Design Features for GPS Use Case

The user can decide a fixed sampling rate at which this objective function should be solved, which will be the rate of adaptation(R_a). Also, some interesting events within the program can also trigger the adaptation. For example in this use case, these events can be An encounter of another base station, Change in the number of other applications, Not able to get GPS position, Encounter of another wildlife animal, etc. Figure 2 shows the design features for this use case.

2.2 Use case 2: HVAC

We consider a system for building automation such as Heating, Ventilation, and Air-Conditioning (HVAC) [10, 14]. HVAC systems are a common utility in modern infrastructures, such as offices, shopping malls or industrial buildings. Typical HVAC systems have different sensor nodes to monitor physical conditions such as temperature, pressure, humidity in the various parts of the building. According to user requirements for those physical parameters, certain actuation is performed on various cooling or heating devices or any other actuators. In some HVAC systems, there is only one user requirement such as maintaining a certain temperature. But in the case of more complex buildings, the user might want to minimize the cost of operations while satisfying multiple user requirements. During the operation, the HVAC system should adapt to different events to minimize the cost and provide sufficient performance. Also, adaptation is expected in other cases such as offices where different occupants might have different requirements and their behavior might affect the HVAC performance. Hence, it becomes difficult for a programmer to write an application which can keep up with all the above-mentioned factors and achieve its main goal.

Again using pseudo-code, we can express this adaptation policy as follows:

For Volume(V) and Time(t):

Provide Power(P) to maintain Temperature(T_F)
so that Cost of operation(C) is minimized over a time period(t)

The variables in this use case are Volume of the space(V), Power Consumption(P), Temperature of the space(T_F), Operational Cost(C) and Time(t). There is a direct relationship between the temperature being maintained(T_F), the volume of the space(V) and the power consumption(P). There is also a direct relationship between the power consumption(P) over time(t) and the operational cost(C). These can be either pre-defined by the user based on statistics or studied by the system over time. Here, we can express these as T_F = f(V,P) and C = g(P,t). These relationships show which variables can affect operational cost and how changing them can help in achieving the objective of the user, i.e. minimizing operational cost(min(C)). The constraint is on temperature since the system must always maintain a suitable temperature as well. If the required temperature is T_S, then there can be some tolerance(δ) to minimize operational cost. Hence, that would be the constraint for this use case, i.e. T_S − δ ≥ T_F ≥ T_S + δ. This would require a complex and continuous adaptation and minimizing cost would be the objective function for this application.

Concerning the dynamics of the adaptation, the user can decide a fixed sampling rate at which this objective function should be solved, which will be the rate of adaptation(R_a). Also, some interesting events within the program can also trigger the adaptation. For example, in this use case, these events can be Change in the occupied volume in the space, Body temperature of the occupants, Location of the occupants, Interaction with outside environment when doors open or close, etc. Figure 3 shows the design features for this use case.

Figure 3: Design Features for HVAC Use Case

3 PROGRAMMING ADAPTATION POLICIES

Let us focus on how a programmer would write adaptation policies for WSNs, with current state-of-practice approaches, using the C language. In particular, let’s examine the use case 1 (GPS) presented in the previous section, for which we provide the code in the Listing 1. The relationship between the BatteryLevel and the GPS polling rate is described by the Function in line 4, which takes the Rate as input. In this function, we assume alpha is the factor by which the GPS sampling rate affects the battery level. In order to maintain the normal operations and the adaptation simultaneously, the programmer must create multiple threads. In line 7, sensing_thread is the function that describes the normal behavior of the application using all the parameters provided by the user. Another thread is required for adaptation, which is called adaptation_thread in line 19. This function checks the BatteryLevel using the earlier functions for current Rate. Then it gets a new polling rate under the constraint of keeping BatteryLevel above a threshold defined by the user. It uses haversine function to calculate the speed from the GPS coordinates in line 24.
One of the design features is that the adaptation must either occur at a fixed rate or triggered by some interesting events across the application. Hence, a third thread has to be created to trigger adaptation at a fixed rate by using timers, which is defined in line 13. In addition, the adaptation_thread must be called back inside all the functions that may generate interesting events.

```
1 void sensing_thread() {  
2   while()  
3     timer = clock();  
4     sleep(Rate);  
5     // Calculate B using the solution for optimization  
6   return;  
7  }
```

Listing 1: Pseudo-C code for GPS Use Case.

As shown in Listing 1, the pseudo-code for the adaptation includes threads, timers, function dependencies, etc. With dynamic and complex adaptation policies it becomes difficult for the programmer to write the code. For example, if the programmer wants to initiate the adaptation at a fixed time every day or according to the time stamps of particular data in addition to the rate of adaptation, then the programmer must start a new timer for that purpose. That creates additional complexity when the programmer wants to add new interesting events over time, change the relationships between variables, or change the solution itself. For all these changes, the programmer must dive into the low-level details which are not always necessary for each change. If the programmer just wants to add a new time-stamp to trigger the adaptation, it should not always require extensive knowledge of timers and threads in the whole program. Hence, there is a need for an abstraction that can enable the programmer to achieve goals without delving for every low-level detail. Such an abstraction did not exist until now, to the best of the authors’ knowledge, and it has further implications since it also brings the ability to reuse and extend adaptation policies.

4 PROPOSED ABSTRACTION

In this section we propose, AdaptC, a high-level programming abstraction that can enable not only ease in programming but also ease in debugging and re-usability of the adaptation policies written by the programmer. One of the examples of the complexities with the current state of practice, shown in the code in Listing 1, is that the interesting events are not integrated into the code. Hence the programmer would have to always remember which functions to check for the adaptation. AdaptC can provide a better structure to write complex adaptation policies for various applications.

```
1 int Solve(Speed, BatteryLevelCurrent) {  
2   return B SOLUTION {  
3     // a fixed rate  
4     return consecutive_time 10s  
5     // at fixed system time  
6     return time_stamp 00:00  
7     // use different flags or events  
8     return flags }  
9 }
```

Listing 2: Abstract Pseudo-C code

Listing 2 shows an implementation of AdaptC. We divide the code into five blocks based on the proposed generic model of the design features described in Section II. These components are called blocks and named as follows: Function, Constraint, Trigger, Adaptation, and Solution.

- The Trigger block in line 1 allows the programmer to define when the adaptation must occur. In this block, the programmer can have fixed timers, periodic timers, or flags across the application. Hence, the programmer can have a flag named interestingEvent, use it across the complete application and, whenever that flag is raised the adaptation is triggered.
- The second block is Constraints in line 16. It allows the programmer to define one or many constraints that affect the adaptation. This block will return a boolean result of true or false respectively, depending on whether the constraints are satisfied or not.
- Next block, expressed in line 19, is the Function block or possibly a set of the blocks. This set of blocks defines all the variables and relationships between them. The number of function blocks depends, by convenience, on how to define multiple relationship between different variables. There can also be local variables used in these blocks and this allows ease of access in defining these relationships.
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- The next block is the Adaptation block in line 28. This block basically checks for the trigger and if the trigger is active it calls the next block named Solution.
- Finally, the Solution block in line 28 solves the objective function subject to the defined constraints. Once a solution is achieved, the block returns it to the Adaptation block.

As an example, Listing 3 shows AdaptC applied to the HVAC use case as following.

```
1 Block Trigger_HVAC {
2    // Combination of different triggers
3    // a fixed rate
4    Use_consecutive_time 10s
5    // at fixed system time
6    Use_time_stamp 00:00
7    // use flags or events across application
8    Use_flags 
9    // The solution for desired goals
10 Block Solution_COST {
11    call Function_TEMP()
12    call Function_COST()
13    // calculate required power
14    return Power 
15 Block Constraint_TEMP {
16    // define the constraint
17    if T_[S]+ delta < TEMP<T_[S]- delta:
18       return true
19     else
20        return false
21 }
22 Block Function_TEMP {
23    Use Volume , Power
24    // calculate Temperature
25    return TEMP 
26 Block Function_COST {
27    Use Time , Power
28    // calculate COST
29    return COST 
30 // Adaptation here
31 Block Adaptation_Power {
32    If Trigger = Active :
33       a = Solution_COST()
34       return a }
```

Listing 3: Abstract Pseudo-C code for HVAC Use Case

5 PRELIMINARY EVALUATION

To validate the feasibility of the proposed abstraction, AdaptC, we implemented it for Contiki using nesC [16] and Python to support only basic functionalities as a proof of concept. For a concrete example, we implement the HVAC application using AdaptC and we compare it against an implementation following state-of-practice approaches. In this section, we discuss the technical details of that implementation and highlight some characteristics that help in understanding the benefits of the AdaptC. The same characteristics can also apply to many other applications such as smart homes, and smart irrigation systems, whose details we do not discuss for the purpose of conciseness.

AdaptC is implemented to parse the nesC code provided by the user and identify different blocks as mentioned in Listing 2. Then those are compiled into Contiki code. All of this is done using python scripts. The implementation is explained in Figure 4. To use the AdaptC, a programmer must obtain the repository. It is divided into three directories, code, lib, and src. The code folder contains already written examples. The programmer can find files such as of example.nc written in nesC equivalent to the abstract pseudo code showed earlier in Listing 2. This can be modified for the intended application by the programmer. For example, in the case of the HVAC application, the example.nc code can be modified according to Listing 3. The lib folder contains libraries built for the compilation of example.nc code into a workable Contiki code. That code can be executed inside Contiki or deployed using Contiki.

These libraries are written in C and modified from the Contiki repository available on GitHub [12]. The src folder contains few scripts written in python. The parser script reads the code provided by the programmer such as example.nc and identifies each block in it. The compile script uses the files from the lib directory to create the Contiki code and add each block from example.nc file in it.

With the help of AdaptC it becomes easier to reuse the same adaptation policies for different nodes, by just changing input parameters. For example, in the HVAC application, the programmer sets a constraint on the temperature which is affected by volume and power. Later on, another programmer might want to use the same policy in an area where the temperature is affected by other parameters such as the number of people, movement, etc. Hence, the second programmer can easily reuse the same adaptation policy by just slightly changing the input parameters. In addition to being reused, the applications are required to evolve with new requirements as well. For example, in wildlife monitoring using GPS sensor, the programmer might wish to monitor the health condition of the animal. This can add more interesting events such as any rest taken by the animal, elevation reached during the day, etc., and that could be easily achieved by adding these new events in the Trigger block.

**Figure 5: User demands for programming languages**

A programming language must meet a few basic demands of the user community. We evaluate our abstraction, AdaptC, for those basic demands provided by [1] as shown in Figure 5. We have already discussed the re-usability earlier. The ability to extend
the code implies the ease of maintenance. Also using AdaptC the programmer is able to write diverse goals quickly since it takes away the complexities of timers, threads etc. Hence that enables Rapid Development. In addition, AdaptC allows adaptation policies to work on different nodes, hence the support of portability is provided. The design features and their modularity contribute to the ability to learn as it is easier to understand the role of each feature and their dependencies. Rest of the properties, namely Reliability and Efficiency still remains to be evaluated.

These are preliminary evaluations based on software engineering concepts. Since we are not aware of any existing abstractions for adaptation policies to build WSNs, a direct comparison was not possible. For further evaluation of the performance, we plan to implement it with different applications. With those implementations, a more detailed evaluation of software engineering elements such as the impact on variables, lines of code and functions will be possible.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Programming Abstraction</th>
<th>Hardware Agnostic</th>
<th>Evolvable Code</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>T-Res</td>
<td>✓</td>
<td>x</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>PyFuns</td>
<td>✓</td>
<td>x</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>AdaptC</td>
<td>✓</td>
<td>✓</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Figure 6: Comparison with existing abstractions

Despite the absence of macroprogramming work specifically for adaptation policies, there is still a great amount of work to support the programmer. Thus, we try to compare the AdaptC with some of the relevant state of the art as shown in Figure 6. We selected two recent frameworks aiming at providing some sense of adaptation in WSNs and re-usability for the applications, namely T-Res [4] and PyFUNS [8]. Both aim at providing support to the programmer to write applications without the knowledge of low-level features, i.e., they are hardware agnostic. However, there is no support to write adaptations for the applications that change at run-time, i.e., evolvable applications. While AdaptC is able to support both changes in the node hardware and application code.

6 CONCLUSION

In this paper, we have introduced the problems in writing complex adaptation policies for Wireless Sensor Networks. We have demonstrated this by drawing on two different use cases. We have also exhibited the need of different user requirements. Drawing from the two different use cases, we have built a generic model which illustrates the complexities in adaptations.

Following the generic model for adaptation policies, we defined a new programming abstraction, AdaptC, that allows a programmer to write such policies without explicit dependence on low-level node features. In addition, we have implemented one of the use cases with and without abstractions in Contiki and nesC, and in both languages, it has offered the desired adaptability.

Our future work shall examine this abstraction further and evolve towards developing a complete macroprogramming solution with AdaptC for the Context-Aware Wireless Sensor Network. The immediate next steps would be to extend the implementation of AdaptC to support existing contributions for macroprogramming [4, 8]. We also plan on extending this abstraction for heterogeneous devices. With that, the aim is to build a system which can adapt to changes in both hardware and software requirements of the user.
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